
 
Technical Data Sheet           

ENSPACER 210S 
ADDITIVE POWDER 

 

Disclaimer: 

We hope that the information herein will be helpful.  The data is based upon knowledge considered to the accurate and true and is offered for the user consideration, investigation 

and verification in the application intended.  We do not warrant the results or performance attained due to the nature of the influence of other constituent components in the 

application.   

 

Summary  
 The spacer fluid with required viscosity was formulated by 

adding Enspacer 210S to fresh water, which can 

effectively replace drilling-mud and prevent generating 

mixed slurry between the cement slurry and drilling fluid. 

 Enspacer 210S has markedly thickening effect; low-

concentration Enspacer 210S solution has high viscosity. 

Enspacer 210S spacer fluid has good suspension 

performance to weighting agent, insoluble solid and oil 

drop. 

 Enspacer 210S have good synergy ability, which can be 

used in conjunction with other thickening agent. 

 Enspacer 210S is easy to dissolve and use, which has 

stable performances. It can perform the thickening, 

suspension and stability properties at the same time. 

 

Special Attention  

 Slurry Compatibility test should be done before using 

Enspacer 210S. 

 Because of Enspacer 210S thickening effect on the 

cement slurry in some cases, Enspacer 210S should be 

insulated from the cement slurry by appropriate amount of 

inert spacer liquid, which generally is fresh water. 

 

 

Technical properties 

Appearance and Color   Faint yellow powder 

Bulk Density g/cm3 1.05 ± 0.02 

Water-Solubility 100% 
0.315mm Sieve (45 mesh) 

Residues % 

＜15 

Marsh Funnel Viscosity, s Marsh Funnel ≥ 200 

Viscosity, mPa.s Viscometer  ≥5000 

Composition Fresh water 1600g；

Enspacer 210S 32g (2%) 

 
 

 
 

Applications 

Temperature: lower than 302oF（150oC） (BHCT). 

Dosage: Generally 0.5-4.0% (BWOW). Recommend 

amount of 2.0% (BWOW). 

 

Dosage Rate  
50 Lb/ Krafts Sack. It can also be packed according to user 

requirements. 
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